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I. INTRODUCTION 
Sampling techniques are being increasingly used by 
business, government and industry to provide data for decision 
making, policy formulation, planning and developmental 
activities in almost all fields covering human activity. It 
is, therefore, all the more important that proper care is 
exercised in the designing of sample surveys as also in the 
subsequent analysis of the data collected therefrom. The 
precision of the results obtained from a sample survey depends 
not only on the size of the sample but also on various other 
aspects of the sample design such as the manner in which the 
sample is selected, the manner in which the estimates are 
formed, etc. To have an efficient survey design, it is there­
fore necessary to make effective use of all the available 
resources including physical facilities such as field staff, 
equipment, etc, and information about the population to be 
sampled. 
One of the designs used frequently in sample surveys is 
stratified sampling. The precision of the estimated popula­
tion mean depends mainly on the sample sizes n^  ^ to be drawn 
from the different strata which can be fixed at statisticians' 
will. In the classical sense, the n^  ^are so chosen as to 
maximize the precision for given cost or minimize cost for 
given degree of precision. It is well known that if the cost 
per unit is the same from stratum to stratum and n^  the sample 
2 
size to be drawn from the ith stratum is proportional to 
2 
where is the number of units in the ith stratum and (T^  is 
the variance for the ith stratum, then the population total 
or mean can be estimated with maximum precision for a given 
cost. This is often referred to as Neyman allocation. For 
example, see Solomon and Zacks (l970). The problem of optimum 
allocation has been considered by several authors. Ericson 
(1965, 1968) has considered the problem from a Bayesian point 
of view when prior information concerning the strata means is 
available. Zacks (l970) and Grosh (1969) have discussed the 
case when the observed variable takes only two values - zero 
or one, 
Neyman allocation depends upon strata variances which 
are generally not known. One way to overcome this difficulty 
is to use the technique of two-phase sampling introduced by 
Sukhatme (l935). The technique consists in first drawing a 
preliminary sample of fixed size from each stratum to estimate 
2 
which in turn are used to estimate the optimum sample sizes 
n^  to be drawn from the different strata. This allocation 
will be called modified Neyman allocation. The problem has 
also been considered by Draper and Guttman (1968a, 1968b) from 
a Bayesian point of view. They have obtained some results 
concerning the optimum allocation among the different strata 
at the second phase using information obtained from the first 
phase. 
3 
Another allocation which is commonly used in practice 
and does not require knowledge of the population variances 6? 
is proportional allocation. If the strata variances (J? 
differ significantly among themselves, Evans (l95l) has 
obtained conditions under which modified Neyman allocation is 
more efficient than proportional allocation. If, however, 
the strata variances (T? do not differ significantly among 
themselves, the modified Neyman allocation may turn out to be 
less efficient than proportional allocation. Before deciding 
on the method of allocation, it is therefore proposed to carry 
out a preliminary test of significance concerning the homoge­
neity of strata variances. If, on the basis of the test of 
significance, the strata variances are found to be homogeneous, 
the sample sizes to be drawn from the different strata will be 
determined according to proportional allocation. Otherwise, 
the sample sizes will be determined according to modified 
Neyman allocation. 
The problem of estimation subsequent to tests of signi­
ficance has been considered by several authors. For an ex­
cellent bibliography on the subject, reference may be made to 
Kitagawa (1963) and Bancroft (1964), A survey of the work 
done in this area shows that not much has been done in the 
field of sampling except for some work by Ruhl and Sedransk 
(1967). More recently, Carrillo (1969) considered the 
problem of estimation of variance in stratified sampling 
4 
subsequent to preliminary test of significance of the 
homogeneity of strata variances, We shall consider in de­
tail the problem of allocation of sample sizes to the dif­
ferent strata based on preliminary test of significance and 
investigate its efficiency with respect to proportional allo­
cation and modified Neyman allocation. 
5 
II. ALLOCATION OF SAMPLE SIZES TO DIFFERENT STRATA 
Consider a population of N units which are classified 
into k strata, the ith stratum containing units so that 
k 
Z N.=N. Let Y he the characteristic under study and consider 
i=l ^  
_ 1 N 
the problem of estimating the population mean y„= ^  S y or 
 ^ * i=l 1 
the population total Ny^  from a stratified random sample of 
k 
size n= S n. where n. units are drawn hy simple random 
i=l ^   ^
sampling without replacement from the ith stratum. An un­
biased estimate of the population mean y^  is given hy 
_ k __ 
y» = 2 w,y , (2.1) 
" i=l  ^ 1 
where w^ =N^ /N is the proportion of units in the ith stratum 
and y is the simple mean estimate of y,a , the mean of the 
°i i 
ith stratum. The variance of the estimate is given hy 
TfGw) = a.)Si , (2.2) 
i=l 
N_. 
If is so large that jfTTi = 1, V(y^ ) can be written as 
_ k wj(5f . k p 
^ ' (2.3) 
1=1 1 1=1 
Suppose that CQ is the total budget available for the 
survey and that c^  is the cost per unit of sampling in the ith 
6 
stratum. The classical problem of allocation of sample sizes 
in stratified sampling is to determine a vector n=(n^ ,...,n^ ) 
of k non-negative integers that satisfy 
k 
S c.n. ^  , (2.4) 
i=l 1 1  ^
and for which V(y^ ) is minimum. The optimum allocation so 
determined is given by 
k 
n^  — Cy'Wj^ d'j^ /^ /cT S c^  f (2,5) 
If c^ =c for every i, the optimum allocation reduces to 
k 
n. = nw cr / s w O" , (2.6) 
1 1 1 i=i 1 1 
where nsCg/c. This allocation is known as Neyman allocation. 
Both the optimum allocation and Neyman allocation depend 
on strata variances (5? which are generally not known. A 
sample of fixed size m is therefore draira from each stratum 
2 
and used to estimate which in turn are used to estimate n^  
from 2.6. In this case, n^  is given by 
k 
n. = nw.s./ a w s. , (2.7) 
1 1 1 i=l 1 1 
which we shall call modified Neyman allocation. Under this 
allocation, the conditional variance of the estimate y is 7 w 
given by 
k 2 k Ic s 
4)N = Si= "1^ 2- iz iz $2 a , (2.8) 
'1=1 ^  ^  *i=l "i^ j X 
while the unconditional variance is given by 
(2.9) 
where the symbol N stands for modified Neyman allocation. If 
i^ is so large that ^  =^1, then 2,9 can be written as 
k k k 
(2.10) 
If the sample sizes to the different strata are allocated 
according to proportional allocation, then 
i^ =**i * (2.11) 
and the corresponding variance of the estimate y^  is given by 
"V(y^ )p = (n ~ N^ .f.^ i^ i ' (2.12) 
where the symbol P stands for proportional allocation. 
Finally, we shall consider sometimes proportional and 
sometimes modified Neyman allocation based on a preliminary 
test of significance. For short, we shall call it sometimes 
proportional allocation. Under this allocation 
n^  = nw^  if s4/sf < A for all pairs ij^ j 
(2,13) 
= nw-s./ S w.s. otherwise, 
1 1 i=l 1 1 
where % is a fixed constant. 
To discuss the efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation with respect to proportional allocation and 
8 
modified Neyman allocation, it is necessary to evaluate the 
variance of the estimate y^  under sometimes proportional 
allocation which is done in the next section. 
9 
III. VARIANCE OF y UNDER SOMETIMES 
w 
PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION 
The evaluation of the variance of y under sometimes 
w 
proportional allocation is by no means straight forward and 
involves complicated algebra. We shall therefore first con­
sider the relatively simple case of two strata when k=2 and 
then extend the results further. 
A. Evaluation of V(y^ )g for k=2 and 
The sometimes proportional allocation now takes the form 
2 2 
n^  = nw^  if Sg/s^ c A 
2 2 (3.1.1) 
= nWj^ Sj^ /(w^ Sj^ +WgSg) if , 
Let the event AQ and its complementary event A^  be defined by 
0^ • (4/^ 1 < 
and (3.1.2) 
/• P , O "I 
A^  : {sg/s^  ^A) 
The conditional variance of the estimate y^  is given by 
v(yw|Si)s = . 
where the symbol S stands for sometimes proportional alloca­
tion. The unconditional variance of y^ , denoted by (^y^ )g » 
is given by 
V(yJs = S E-[v(y^ |A.)]p(A-) , (3.1.3) 
i=0 
10 
where denotes that the expectation is taken with reference 
to the set A^ , i=0,l. 
Clearly, 
0^ ~ ^ ^^ w^ P " (n ï^ )* (3.1.4) 
where 0^ ^^  = , (3.1.5) 
2 2 2 
while eJv(7^ |A,)] = #/;^ Wi«^ +S.=jWiWjdiE(Sj/sjAi). 
(3 .1 .6)  
To evaluate E(Sj/s^ {A^ ), we use a result due to Carrillo 
(1969) given below. 
2 2 Lemma 3.1 Let s^  and s^  be independent unbiased 
estimates of <5^  and based on f^  and degrees of freedom 
respectively. Then 
2t. 2tp, 
E(s^  ^ Sg ^ IAq)p(AQ) 
2 g t. 
= iq^ (^-à-V^ 2'2-V^ i).^ (^2<îj/f.) ^ n(ifi+t.)/n(if.) , 
(3.1.7) 
and 
2t. 2tp, 
E(s^  |^A^ )P(A^ ) 
= ipg (ifi+ti,if2+t2);2,(2o?/fi)*ir<ifi+ti)/r(ifi) , 
(3.1.8) 
where !.(.,.) is the incomplete beta distribution. 
"27 2^1 " ^ "^ 21 * 
In what follows, we shall assume that the distribution 
11 
of the characteristic under study in the ith stratum can be 
approximated by normal distribution with unknown mean and 
unknown variance <??, i=l,2. Letting t^ = -i, fj^ =:f2=f 
and 2^1~^  in 3.1.8, we obtain 
E(s2/S^ |A^ )P(A^ ) = , (3.1.9) 
where G = 2r(if-i-)P(if+i)/p(if)p(if) , (3.1.10) 
and Pjj^  = 9ji/(6ji+A) . (3.1.11) 
E(s /^s2jA^ )P(A^ ) can be obtained by symmetry, i.e., 
E(S^ /S2|A^ )P(A^ ) = 2G8g2lp^ (^if+i,if_i) . (3.1.12) 
To evaluate P(Aq) let t^ st^ sO in 3.1.7 and we get 
P(A ) = I (if,if) , (3.1.13) 
where = l-Pj^  = &/(9ji+%) . (3.1.14) 
Henee P(A ) = 1-P(A.) = I (if,if) . (3.1.15) 
2^1 
Using 3.1.9, 3.1.12 and 3.1.15, we obtain 
El[V(yjA^ )] 
+I (if+i,if-i)] /I (if,if) . (3.1.16) 
2^1 P21 
Substituting from 3.1.4, 3.1.13, 3.1.15 and 3.1.16 in 3.1.3, 
we obtain, after simplication. 
12 
+^ <^5^  [(i+62i)iq^ (^if,if)+G6giip2^ (if-i,if-iXl . 
(3.1.17) 
If we let \ tend to infinity, we obtain the variance of the 
estimate under proportional allocation, i.e., 
(^^ w^ P ~ ^ n " <^ 1(^ 1+^ 2^ 21) * (3.1.18) 
Putting >>=0, we obtain the variance of the estimate y^  under 
modified Neyman allocation, i.e., 
2 2 
v(y^)jf = —(Wj^+WgQg^)- ^(w^+wg0gj^)+^ <y^Gô|^. (3.1.19) 
B. Evaluation of V(y^ )g for k=2 and 
= nw^  if s^ /s?<A for i,j=l,2 
(3.2.1) 
In this case, the sometimes proportional allocation takes 
the form 
. Lj, 
and i^ j , 
= nw^ s^ /(w^ s^ +w2s2) otherwise. 
Let the event be defined by 
Aq * {sj/sf<for i,j=l,2 and i^jj , (3.2.2) 
and A| , the complementary event of . 
Following the same procedure as in previous section, the 
variance of the estimate y^ . under sometimes proportional 
allocation is given by 
13 
'  (3 .2 .3 )  
where E^  denotes that the expectation is taken with reference 
to the set A!^ , i=0,l. 
Again, 
= V(y^ )p = (| - |)«?(V282I' ' (3-2-4) 
while 2 2 2 
Ei[v(y„iA-)] = 14) -
(3 .2 .5 )  
To evaluate E(sj/s^ | Aj^ ), we use another result due to 
Carrillo (1969) given below. 
2 2 Lemma 3.2 Let s^  and Sg be independent unbiased 
estimates of 0^  and 0^  based on f^  and fg degrees of freedom 
respectively. Then 
2t. 2tp, 
E(s^  '^ lA^ )P(A^ ) 
= [l (I)(&fi+ti,if2+t2) 
P2I 
2 g t. 
- I (2)(^ V\'^ V^ 2fl ,i[^ (2(jj/f.) ^ n(ifi+t.)/p(if.) 
(3.2.6) 
P2I 
and 
2t. 2tp, 
E(s^ \^lApP(Ap 
- (1)(2^ 2*^ 2*2^ 1+^ 1) 
^21 
2 2 t_. 
+ I (2)(ifj^ +t^ ,if2+tg)] n (2(jJ/f.) ^ P(if^ +t.)/p(i-f.), 
P21 i-l 
(3 .2 .7 )  
14 
where Ppi^  — 2 (i) 2 * i—1*^ , and 1—• 
Letting t^ =-i, t^ zi, f^ =f^ =t, A^ J^ =1/a and A^ )^=A in 
5.2.7, we obtain 
Efsg/s^ lAjiPCAj) = iGô|^ [i (i)(if+i,if-i)+ip (if-i,if+i)], 
*^ 21 21 
(5 .2 .8 )  
where q(l) = = l/d+Ae^ )^ , (5.2.9) 
and similarly, 
E( s^ /sg lApP(Ap = iGGg^  [l (i)(2^ -i,2f+i)+Ip (if+ifif-z)]. 
0^1 21 21 
(5.2.10) 
To evaluate P(A^ ), let t^ ztgsO in 5.2.6 and we get 
P(A') = I .^ (if,i-f)-I (if,if). (5.2.11) 
Hence 
P(A') =1-P(A') = I . v(if,if)+I (if,if) . (5.2.12) 
0.^ 1^  2^1 
Using 5.2.8, 5.2.10 and 5.2,12, we obtain 
(^ 1+^ 2^ 21 ) (^ i+^ 2®2i ) 
. [l /i\(if+i,if-i)+I (if-ijif+i) 
qU; P21 
+I Ci •) (if-2,if+i)+I_ (if+i,2f-i)]/^  /w\(if,if) 
4l 2^1 
+i (if,if)] . (5.2 .15)  
P21 
Subtituting from 5.2.4, 5.2.11, 5.2.12 and 5.2.15 in 
15 
3.2.3, we obtain, after simplification, 
V(y^ )g = 
+ (i)(if,if)-Ip (if,if)] 
P21 
+ G9| [i . v(i-f-|,i-f-i)+I  (if-i,if-i)]} . (3 .2 .14)  
2^1 
If we let A tend to infinity, we obtain the variance of 
the estimator y^  under proportional allocation. Putting A=l, 
we obtain the variance of y^  under modified Neyman allocation. 
The expressions are as given in 3.1.18 and 3.1.19 respectively. 
C. Evaluation of V(y^ )g for k=5 and 
In this case the sometimes proportional allocation takes 
the form 
i^ ~ ^ i^ s^ /s?<A for i,j=l,2,3 
and i<j , 
3 (3.3.1) 
= nw.s./ S w.s. otherwise. 
1 1 i=l 1 1 
Let the event be defined by 
: jsj/sf<A for i,j=l,2,3 and i<j}, (3.3.2) 
and let A^  be the complementary event of Ag. Then the 
variance of the estimate y^  under sometimes proportional 
allocation is given by 
= .=gEi[v(y«|Ap]P(Ap , (3.3.3) 
16 
where denotes that the expectation is taken with reference 
to the set AU , i=0,l. 
As before, 
= v(yw)p = (5 -1) ' (3.3.4) 
and 
Ei[v(y„|Aj)] = , 
(3.5.5) 
To evaluate expectations of the type E(Sj/s^ |A^ ), we 
shall first prove Lemma 3.5 given below. 
2 2 2 Lemma 3.3 Let s^ , s^  and s^  be independent 
2 2 2 
unbiased estimates of *^ 3 respectively, all based on 
f degrees of freedom, where f is an even integer. Then if 
i) t^  is a non-negative integer 
2t. 2t. 2t_, 
E(s^  s^^  :'|Ag)P(Ag) 
j-i-f+t^ -l p(f+t +t__l_r) if+t if+t -1-r 
= K-j a q,. V-T-t 
 ^^ r=0 n(-|f+t^)n(|f+t -^r) 
[l— (vf+tp,f+t^ +t^ -l-r)-I * (^ +^t2,f+t^ +t*-l-ry] 
*l21 ^ ^21 ^ 
tf+t^ -l pff+t^ +tg-l-r) if+tg if+t^ -l-r 
+ S •• I01 Po-i 
r=0 n(èf+t2)P(èf+t^ -r) 
(if+t-.f+t^ +tj-i-r)j . (3.3.6) 
17 
ii) tg is a non-negative integer 
2t. 2trt 2t 
E(Si \ =^3 3|A2)P(Ag) 
rKf+tg+t^ -l-r) if+tg if+tg-l-r 
 ^r=0 n(i-f+t^ )n(if+t2-r) 
ipagff+tg+ts-i-r.if+ti) 
rXf+t.+tp-l-r) if+t. if+t_-l-r 
- s  ^ Po. qoi 
r=0 FKif+t^ jPfif+tg-r) 
(-^ f+t,,f+t +tp-l-r)] , (5.3.7) 
^31 ^ ^ 
and 
iii) t^  is a non-negative integer 
2t 2tp 2t 
E(s^  l^Ag)P(AjJ) 
= K {l (i-f+t ,if+t ) 
2^1  ^  ^
 ^ 3"" p(f+t.+t_-l-r) if+t. if+t_-l-r 
s 
r=0 n(if+t^ )n(if+t^ -r) 
[l- (if+tgif+t +t -l-r)_i * (if+tgpf+t +t -1-ril 
421 2^1  ^
n(f+tç,+t^ -l-r) if+tp if+t_-l-r 
- S p,g q,2 
r=0 r( 2f+tg)r(if+t^ -r) 
Ip* (f+tg+t^ -l-rrl-f+t^ )}, (3.3.8) 
32 
18 
where K =  ^n(if+t. )/n(if ) (f/2<sf ) ^ , 
 ^ i=l  ^
2^1 ~ » 
2^1 ~ ^ 32/(^ *^ 31*^ 32) * 
P|2 = (A+Gyg^ /f^ +^ Sl+^ sg) * 
and (3.3.9) 
q|i = V(^ +©53^ +a©^ 2) • 
Proof Since the characteristic under study 
in the ith stratum is assumed to be normally distributed, 
y^ ,^ y^ 2» .., y^ jjj can be considered as a random sample of m 
independent observations from a normal distribution with 
unkno^ fn mean/a^ and unknown variance (J?, i=l,2,3. It follows 
2 / 2 that fs^ /cr^  is distributed as chi-square with f=m-l degrees 
2 
of freedom. Let v^ =s^ , 1=1,2,3. Then the joint density of 
Vi, Vg and is given by 
f{Vi,T2,v.) 
3 
= C^ (v^ V2V^ )^ ~^^ exp(- s fv^ /2<5^ ) if Vj30, 1=1,2,3, 
(3.3.10) 
= 0 otherwise, 
3 
where C = 7T [(f/2<^ )^ /^r(if)] . (3.3.11) 
 ^ i=l 1 
Now, 
2t 2tg 2t t. tç> t 
E(s^  s^^  );Ag)P(Ag) = E(v,S2"^ T^ :)|Ag)P(Ag) 
*t "fc "fc 
= JII v^ v^g^ v^ f^(v^ V^g,v_)dv^ dvgdv^  . (3.3.12) 
-^ 0 
19 
We shall, prove part iii) first. Part i) and ii) can be 
proved in a similar manner. 
Assume that t„ is a non-negative integer. The set Ag 
can be expressed as the union of two disjoint sets A|^  ^and 
A^ g, where Ag^  and AJ^  ^are defined by 
0^1 = "•'l' 
and (3.5.13) 
2 : 
Thus 
where 
0^
t. t_ t 
E(Vi% V3^|A3)P(A3) = Igi+Igg , (3.3.14) 
Igi = 111 v^g^ v_^f(V^ ,Vg,v^ )dv^dvgdv_, i=l,2. (3.3.15) 
Now, 
•^ Oi 
iBi = C3 
roofAv^ j-Av^  1-f+t^ -l if+tg-i if+t^ -l 
"^ 1 2^ 3^ 
0 v^ 0 
exp(-if g v./crf)dv_dv^ dv. . (3.3.I6) 
i=l  ^  ^  ^ 1 
Using the fact that when h is a non-negative integer, 
- [ = I%il 2 e-a«(a«)h-r/n(h+l-r) , (3.3.17) 
•^ U a*+i r=0 
the integral with respect to can be expressed as a finite 
sum. Then integration and summation can be interchanged. 
Hence, we obtain 
20 
^01 = 
2 if+t,-l-r 
[I- S (fX/2(5^ )  ^ l/n(if+t^ -r)] , (3.3.18) 
r=0 
where 
r® r Av. 1 
I = 
0^^  
1 if+t.-l if+tg-l , p p , 
Vg exp|-i-f [(v^ /(5^ ) + (v2/(y2)]} dVgdv^ , 
1 
(3.3.19) 
and  ^
r 1 f+t +t_-2-r -of+tp-l 
expj-if [(^  + -%)v^ +(vg/(Tg)]j- dVgdVj^ . (3.3.20) 
<yj <^ 3 
From 3.3.19, 
if+t.-l if+tm-l r 9 9 , 
Vg exp|-if [(v^ /(y^ ) + (v2/(j|)]j'dvgdv^  I = 
0^ 0 
1^ if+t.-l if+t.-l f p p T-, 
Tg exp |-i-f [(v^ /(y^ ) + (vg/(T2)] j dvgdv^  
= [n(if)P(if)/(f/2<y^ )^ (^f/2<5^ )'^ "'^ ] 
"t "t "t "t 
[E(v^ V^2^ |v2/v£=A)P(v2/v^ <A)-E(v^V2^ iv2/v^<cl)p(v2/v^<l3. 
(3.3.21) 
Letting in 3.1.7, we obtain the first expectation 
and, further, letting A=l, we obtain the second expectation 
in 3.3.21. Thus, 
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2 "fc 
i=l 
[Iqglfsf+ta,if+t^))(zf+tg,if+t^ )] 
= IT [n(if+ti)/(f/2df)^ *^*i][l (if+tg.if+t ) 
i=l  ^  ^ 2^1 
-Il/(@21+1) . (3.3.22) 
If we make the transformation 
[(l/(T^ ) + (A/(r^ )j = v-/<?^  , (3.3.23) 
and follow the same procedure as before, we obtain 
f+t,+t_-l-rr ff+t.+t„-2-r if+t„-l 
^ T. 1 :> .11) "^1 
.CO^ P„.V' 
r^ = P31 til ''i "2 J^o Jo 
V' v„ ^  r"r^ 3l''i f+t +t -2-r i-f+tp-1 
exp [-if (^ )] Jt) 
1 "2 
V' Vç, -
exp [-if (-g- + -^ )] dvgdvjj 
f+t.+t„-l—r o If o if -, 
= ^ 31 [n(if)P(if)/(f/2<y^ )^  (f/2<Î2)^  ] 
if+t.+t„-l-r tg 
[E(V»  ^ 2^ 1^ 2/^ 1^  Ap^ )^P(vg/v«<Ap^ )^ 
if+t.+t_-l-r to 
-E(v^ ^ Vg I^2/^i<P31 )^31 )] • (3.3.24) 
Letting t^ =if+t^ +t^ -l-r and A=Ap^  ^ in 3.1.7, we obtain 
the first expectation and letting A=p^ ,^ we obtain the second 
expectation in 3.3.24, Thus, 
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f+t.+t^ —1—r 
~ ^ 31 [n(f+t^ +t^ -l-r)P(il+t2)/ 
P f+t +t_-l-r p if+tp 
(f/2(^ )  ^  ^ (f/2<^ ) 
(3.3.25) 
Substituting from 3.3.22 and 3.3.25 in 3.3.18, we obtain, 
after simplification, 
8^l= (if+tg.if+t,) 
if+t^ -1 3" if+t. -|-f+t_-l-r 
[n(f+tj^ +t„-l-r)/n(i-f+t^ )P(-|-f+t^ -r)]p„^  
[iq^  (•|f+t2,f+t^ +t^ -l-r)-Iq^ (^èf+t2,f+t^ +t„-l-.r)]] . 
(3.3.26) 
Next, consider 
roo|-v^ |'AV2 if+t -1 if+tp-1 if+t„-l 
0^2 = ^ 3 Jo Jo % ""I ""2 ""3 
exp(-if 2 V /0'?)dv„dvpdv. . (3.3.2?) i=l 1 1  ^ 1 
Following the same technique as before, we obtain 
IS2 = 
if+t^ -1 
21 
3""' 
[P(f+t2+t^ -l-r)/n(i-f+t2)P(if+t^ -r)] 
2f+T'2 "af+t^ -i—r 1 . 
P52 S32 Ip* (f+t2+t.-l-r,i-f+t^ )j. (3.3.28) 
2^ 
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Then we obtain 3.3.8 by adding 3.3.26 and 3.3.28, 
To prove i), we assume that t^  is a non-negative integer. 
The set can be expressed as the union of two disjoint sets 
AU„ and AÎÎ, defined as follows: Oj) 04 
A«3 :{V3A<Vi-cco , v2<v^ <xvg, O-Vg}, 
and (3.3.29) 
*04 , O'VjCVg , O^ Vg}. 
Thus 
2t. 2t^  2 
where 
E(s^  ®2 ®3 !^Ao)P(A^ ) - » 
Igj = 111 
0^3 
r°°['^ 2 r ™ if+t -1 if+tg-i if+t -1 
exp(—i-f z v./ff?)dv dv,dvç> , (3.3.30) 
i=l 1 1 1  ^
and 
IÔ4 = Vj^ iv/v35f(v^ ,V2,T.)aT^ av2dT3 
04 
TGo rvg r CO -1 if+tg-i if+t -1 
" ^^Jo Jo 
exp(—|f S V./of)dv.dv_dv_ . (3.3.31) 
i_^ 1 X 1 J 
Since i^ +t^ -1 is a non-negative integer, the integrals with 
respect to v^ , in 3.3,30 and 3-5.31, can be expressed as 
finite sums by using 3.3.17. Following the same technique as 
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before, we obtain 
âf+t,-1 
[n(f+t^ +t^ -l-r)/p(if+t^ )n(i-f+t^ -r)] 
i-l+t if+t -1-r 
3^1 P31 [I- (-2f+t2,f+t^ +t3-l-r) 
-Iq* (if+tgjf+t^ -ft^ -l-r)] , (3.5.32) 
and 
if+t^-l 
Ig^  = [r(f+t^ +tg-l-r)/n(if+tg )r (if+t^ -r )] 
if+tn -2-f+t -1-r 
^21 P21 Iq^^(if+t^,f+t^+t2-l-r). (3.5.55) 
Then we obtain 5.5.6 by adding 5.5.52 and 5.5.55. Finally, 
we assume that t^  is a non-negative integer. The set Ag can 
be expressed as 
Ag ; {v^ /A<Vg< AV^ , O^ v^ cxvr^ , 0<v^ }. (5.5.54) 
Then 
2t 2t 2t_ 
E(s^  ^ Sg ^ s^  5}Ag)P(Ag) 
t tg t_ 
if ?! 72 v^ /fCvipVa.v^ idVidVgdVg 
•^ 0 
rcoTAv^ r Av^  -|-f+t -1 i-f+tp-1 if+t_-l 
exp(-i-f S v./<îf)dvç,dv,dv . (5.5.55) i=l 1 1  ^ 1 
Since if+t^ -l is a non-negative integer, we can express the 
integral with respect to Vg, using 5.5.17, as a finite sum. 
Following the same technique as before, we obtain 3.3.7 from 
3.3.35. Q.E.D. 
Using Lemma 3.1 or otherwise, it can be seen that 
E(sj/s^ ) = . (3.3.36) 
Also, 
E(s^ /s-jApP(AJ) = iG8^ i-E(Sj/Si|Ag)P(Ag) . (3.3.37) 
Thus, letting t^ =--|, tgs^  and t^ =0 in 3.3.8 and 
substituting in 3.3.37, we get 
E(s2/s^ iAj)P(AJ) 
= iGOgi-iGOgitlq (if+i,if-i) 
- S^ [P(f- I -r)/n(i-f-i-)n(if-r)] p|^~2q2x-l-r 
[l- (if+iff- ^  -r)-I^  (if+i,f- ^  -r)] 
^21 "21 
i 
- [r(f-i-r)/n(if+i)r(if-r)] . 
Similarly, using Lemma 3.3 and proper choice of t^ , tg and t^  
we can get E(Sj/s^ |A^ )P(A^ ) for all ij^ j. By letting 
t^ =t^ =t^ =0 in 3.3.7, we obtain 
?f—1 / f—2—r\ 5 « _i ~ . 
. (3.3.38) 
Hence P(A%) = l-P(Ag) . (3.3.39) 
Using the above results in 3.3.5 and simplifying, we obtain 
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Ei[v(y^ lAj)] 
= /n-Cîg (w^ /®21'*"^ '^ 2'*"^ 3®32 ^ 
(y2 
+ ^ [w^ Wglp (if-i,if-i)/egi+w^ w^ 6^ g/e|^ +W2W^ Q|2 
21 
if-1 n(f-3/2-r) 
+ & S 
+ -2" S 
r=0 n(if-i)P(if-r) 
if-1 
•A(A,Ô2I»®32^  
(3.3.40) 
where 
•A-( A»®9 ' ®32^  
= (viW2p|J-4q|*-l-'"/9|l-W2W3e|2q|J-ipiJ-^ -'') 
[iT (4f+è,f-3/2-r)-I (4f+4,f-3/2-r)] 
2^1 921 
+("l"3G32P2l"^ 92l"^ "^ /G21-*2*3G32S2l"^ P2l"^ "^ ) 
(if+i,f-3/2-r) 
3^1 
Xv,w,p|^ -iqg-^ -/9|,.w,w^ @|,qgS|^ '-Ve|l) 
(f-3/2-r,if+i) , 
P32 
(3.3.41) 
and 
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[l- (if-i,f-i-r)-I * (if-i,f-i-r)] 
2^1 2^1 
(if-i,f-i-r) 
5^1 
èf-l-r.. .. _&f+i_2f-l-r ~ 
I * (f-i-r,if-i) . (3.3.42) 
P32 
Using the above results and 3.3.4 in 3.3.3, we obtain 
V(y^ )g = <5f(v^ /©2^ +W2+w^ 952^ /^ "^ 2^ l^/®2l'^ 2^'^ '^ 3®32^ /^  
+C>2 ["^ 1 ( l-*i) /®21'^ 2^ ( ^-^ 2) +^ 3 (^ "••^ 5)®32] PfAg)/* 
/©21+V'3®52/®21'^ '^ 2^ 3®323 
of if-1 r(f- I -r) 
It can be verified easily that 
lim P(A«) = 1 , 
A^ co 
lim (¥^-è,i^-i-)/®2l'^^1^3®32/®2l"^^2'^3®32] 
A-?co 21 
= w^ W^ Q|2/®21'*"^ 2^ 3®52 » 
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if-1 P(f- # -r) 
lim s A(A,8p.,8_g) 
A->co r=0 n(if-i)r(if-r) 
= -"2^ 3*32 
""l"3®32''®ll ' 
and 
lim "V BfA.Og ,8-2) 
A->œ r=0 P(if+i)r(&f-r) 
= -«2"3®32 
"™l"3®32/®21 • 
If now we let A tend to infinity in 3.3.43, it can be seen 
that V(y^ J^g reduces to V(y^ )p as is to he expected, i.e., 
V ( y ^ ^ ) p  =  ( §  -  ( ^ 2 •  ( 3 . 3 . 4 4 )  
Putting A=0, in 3.3.43, we obtain the variance of y^  under 
modified Neyman allocation, i.e., 
V(y^ )^^  = 82i+^ 2'*'^ 3^ 32 ) /n-cTg ( w^ /021+^ 2'^ 3^^ 32 ^ 
+(^ 2^  (w^ W2/©|^ +WiW3Ô ^2/ ©21+^ 2^ 3® 52 )/*' (3.3.45) 
From the above discussion, we can see that the evaluation 
of ^ (7^ )3 consists in the computation of expectations of the 
type 
k 2t- , 
E( 7T s l|A.) 
i=l ^   ^
where AQ represents the set in which proportional allocation 
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is adopted. We have already seen that, even for k=3, the 
expectations are very complicated. Thus for k>3 the 
expectations are likely to he still more complicated. If we 
assume again that f is an even integer and apply 3.3.17 
Tr O + 
repeatedly, the expectation yy g" ) could be reduced 
i=l ^  ° 
to a stage where Lemma 3.3 is applicable. Hence it is 
possible to evaluate V(y^ )g for any k in general. However, 
the results will be extremely complicated. 
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IV. COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT ALLOCATIONS 
In this section, we shall compare sometimes proportional 
allocation with proportional allocation and with modified 
Neyman allocation. We shall first consider the case k=2 and 
then extend the results further, 
A. Comparison of Sometimes Proportional Allocation 
2 2 
•with Proportional Allocation for k=2 and 
Consider the difference function 
*1*2_2 
where 
= (1+0 )i (if,-|f)-G©| I (if-i,if-&), (4.1.1) 
P21 P21 
P21 ~ ^ "^ 21 ~ (4.1.2) 
Clearly, if D^ (A,92^ )>0 sometimes proportional alloca­
tion is more efficient than proportional allocation. 
If we let 
I (p, ) = I (if+i,i-f+i), (4.1.3) 
" 2^1 
then D^ (?\,92]^ ) can "be written as 
D^ (A,©2^ ) = ( l+Og^ )lo(P21 ) -GGgj^ I_ 1 (P21 ) . (4.1.4) 
Let QifPgi) and &i(P2i) denote the partial derivative of 
Ijj^ (P2i) with respect to A and respectively. Then 
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Q^CPgi) -
0 
=-p|j'^ q^|J"^ V^ B(if+i,-|-f+i). (4.1.5) 
e 
aA 
And similarly. 
&i(p2i) = ~ (4.1.6) 
As ©2^  tends to 1, we have the following lemma concerning 
the behavior of D^ (7v,©^ )^. 
Lemma 4.1 For any A^ O, lim D^ (^ ,©2^ ) 0. 
Proof From 4.1.4 
lin, = Dj(A,l) = 2I^ {jl^ ).GI.j(^ ). 
Since for any 
lim I (pg.) = 1. 
A-s-0  ^
it can be seen that 
lim D (A,l) = 2-G. 
A->0  ^
It can be shown that G> 2. 
lim D. (A,l)<0. 
A^O 1 
Similarly, since for any 
lim (pg. ) = 0"^ , 
A"» CO •*• 
it can be seen that 
lim D (A,l) = (2-G)0+ = O", 
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A%ain, usin* 4.1.5 
D^j(A,l) = 2Qo(î&)-GQ_i(î$^ ) 
= 20. 
Then D^ (A,i) tends to a negative quantity as A tends to zero 
and tends to zero from below as A tends to co . Furthermore, 
D^ (A,1) is a non-decreasing function in A. Therefore 
lim D. (A,0rt^ )^ O for any A2 0. 
»21- 1 
This completes the proof. 
Next, let us consider the case that A is a fixed hut 
arbitrary non-negative number. We shall discuss the behavior 
of D^ (a,9^ j) as varies by first proving the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.2 For any given A^ O satisfying 
(A ^-1 ) /B ( i-f, if ) > 0, (4.1.7) 
3 0' such that 
 ^0 for each ©21^ ®'* 
Proof From 4.1.4, we have 
0^—D^ (A,02i) ~ 
+ ( 1+021 ^ ^ 0 ^ ^ 21 ^ ~^ ®21^ --|-^  ^21 ^ 
= Io(P2l)-*G9;ïI_l(P2i) 
(4.1.8) 
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Noting that 
lim Ii(P2i)/®2l = for h>0, (4.1.9) 
il" 
we find that 
©21^  CO 
lim âf-^ 1 (A,6,1 ) = A--1 ) /B (if, if g 0+ = 0+. 
2^1 2^1 1 
This implies that 3 Q' such that 
>0 for each ©gl^ ®' * Q.E.D. 
After the above two lemmas are established, we are ready-
to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1 For any A$.0 satisfying 4.1.7, 
a ©Q such that 
D^ (^ ,©o) = 0 
and 
D^ (A,©21)^ 0 for each ©21^  ®0* 
Proof From Lemma 4.1, we know 
lim D (A,©g.)^ 0 for any A5:0. 
And from Lemma 4.2, a ©' such that 
® •D^ (A,©2^ )>0 for each ©g^ *^©', 
3*21 
i.e., for each ©2^ >ô*, D^ (A,Ô2^ ) is an increasing function 
in ©2^ . Also it can be verified that 
D.(A,Ô2i) 
lim —— = 1. 
©Sl+co ^21 
Therefore, 3 ©Q such that 
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Di(A,Go) = 0 
and 
Di(A,e2i)^ 0 for each ©21 ^ ®0* 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
For any given A > 0 satisfying 4.1.7, Theorem 4.1 
assures us that there exists a such that for each ®21^ ®0 
sometimes proportional allocation is always more efficient 
than proportional allocation. 
Taking, in particular, A=0, we obtain the following 
corollary to Theorem 4.1, 
Corollary 4,1 D^ (0,©2^ ) >0 if  ^
and 
D^ (0,©2I)<0 if 
where ©^  = i-(G^ -2+GyG^ -4) . (4.1.10) 
Proof When A=0, from 4.1.2, Pg^ =l. Then both 
Io(p2i) a.nd I_a.(P2i)» 4,1.4 are equal to 1. Therefore 
Difo.egi) = Ggi-eeli+i. 
2^^ * 2^1 which in a quadratic function in 82^ * Since 
Di(0,©2i)=0 when ©2j^ =-HG"-2-i-GjG^ -4) = 0^ .^ Thus from 
Theorem 4.1 
DI(0,©2I) ^ 0 if ©2^  >© 
and 
D^ (0,©2^ ) < 0 if 1^ ©21=^  ®m • 
Corollary 4.1 tells that when X=0 sometimes proportional 
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allocation is more efficient than proportional allocation if 
is larger than 6^  and proportional allocation is more 
efficient otherwise. ¥e should note that when A=0, the 
event AQ, defined in 5.1.2, is a null event. Hence sometimes 
proportional allocation reduces to modified Neyman allocation. 
This is, of course, a limiting case of sometimes proportional 
allocation. Hence Corollary 4.1 can also be considered as a 
corollary concerning the comparison between proportional 
allocation and modified Neyman allocation. Modified Neyman 
allocation is more efficient than proportional allocation if 
®21 ^  ^21 proportional allocation is more efficient 
otherwise. 
In Figure 4.1, we present several graphs to demonstrate 
the behavior of D^ (A,Q2^ ) for m=8 and w^ sw^ sO.?. 
We shall now consider the case that is a fixed but 
2 2 
arbitrary number. Since we assume shall 
now prove a theorem analogues to Theorem 4.1 so that for a 
given there exists a Aq such that for each A<Aq some­
times proportional allocation is always more efficient than 
proportional allocation. 
From 4.1.5, we have 
—D^ (A,92I) = (l+82i)Qo(92l)"G82iQ_i(P2i) 
= (A^ -®2l)/(G21+%)^ B(if,if) . 
(4.1.11) 
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Figure 4.1. Graphs of °'=8 and 
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Ve can see that since  ^1 
D^I(A,92^ )>0 if A<1 or >^0^  ^
and 
D^^ (A,62I)S0 if 
It follows that for a given 6^ ^^  > 1, is increasing 
if A<1 or À> and D^(A,92^) is decreasing if 
1 < A< Further, Dj(A,@g^ ) reaches its maximum when 
p 
A=1 and D^ (a,©9^ ) reaches its minimum when =^®2l* 
Again, we have 
D^^ {A,©2I) = GgfAsf-^ [-(if+i) + (if+l)(l+92i)A-^ -2e2iA-l 
-(if-l)92i(l+82i)A"3/2+82^ (4f_3/2)A-2]/ 
(4.1.12) 
2 
It can be seen that —( A,8^ . ) tends to zero from below as 
eA^   ^
A tends to infinity, i.e., when A is large D^ (A,82^ ), as a 
function of A, is concave downward. Together with the fact 
that for any given the horizontal axis is an 
asymptote of D^ (A,82i)» can conclude that D^ (A,62j[) ™ust 
tend to zero from below as A tends to infinity. Thus the 
following lemma is proved. 
Lemma 4.3 For any given 
lim D.(A,epJ = 0". 
A-» CO 
Now we are ready to state and prove a theorem analogues 
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to Theorem 4.1. 
Theorem 4.2 Given 0^ .$ 9 , where 9_ is 21 m m 
defined in 4.1.10, 51 such that 
D-(/*^ 0'®21^  = 0 
and 
D^ (A,02^ ) s. 0 for each Ag . 
Proof From Corollary 4.1, we know that 
03,(0,821) - 0 if @21= 9^  . 
In the earlier discussion, we have established that for any 
given D^ (a,ô^ )^ is increasing if A <1 and is 
0 
decreasing if 1 < And Lemma 4.3 tells us that 
D^ (a,©2^ ) tends to zero from below as A tends to infinity. 
Then 3 AQ such that 
1^^ 0^'^ 21^  — 0 
and 
D^ (A,92j[) ^  0 for each A=sAq . 
This completes the proof of this theorem. 
Several graphs are presented in Figure 4.2 to demonstrate 
the behavior of D^ (A,02^ ) for m=8 and w^ =Wp=0,5 . 
B. Comparison of Sometimes Proportional 
Allocation with Modified Neyman 
2 2 Allocation for k=2 and 
Now we shall consider the difference function 
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Dj vA, Q2O 
Figure 4.2. Graphs of D^ (A,©2i) for and 
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DsfA-Gsi) = [v(y^ )^ -v(y^ )s]/^ ai . (".2.1) 
Since 
'^ (yw)N-^ (Vs = v(F^ )^^ -v(y,,)g- [v(y«)p-v(y^ )g] 
= (4-2-2) 
DgCXjOgi) be expressed in terms of ^^(ApGg^), i.e., 
DsfA'^ Zl) = • (4.2.3) 
Also 
(4.2.4) 
As ©2^  tends to 1, we have the following lemma concerning 
Lemma 4.4 For any A^ O, lim 0^ (^ ,9^ )^ 5 0. 
Proof From 4.2.5 
lim D,(A,8 ) = D (A,l) = D (A,1)-D (0,l)^ 0, 
since D^ (a,1) is an increasing function of A, Q.E.D. 
Now let us consider the case that A is a fixed but 
arbitrary non-negative number. The following theorem will 
define a region in which sometimes proportional allocation is 
more efficient than modified Neyman allocation. 
Theorem 4.3 For any A^ O, ^  6^  51 such that 
= 0 
and 
®2^ '^®21^  ^  ° :^ or each 9Q . 
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Proof By Lemma 4.4, there exist some neighbor­
hoods of @2^ =1 in which For any given A5;0, 
 ^lim D2(A,62i)/©21 = ^  [°i(^ »®2l)""^ l(®»®2l)]/®21 
= lim ~ • 
«21-°= 
i.e., negative with approaching infinity. 
Hence 3 ©^  $ 1 such that 
DgfA,©^) = 0 
and 
02(^ ,821)^ 0 for each ©21^  ®0 * 
This completes the proof. 
For any given non-negative A, Theorem -4.3 assures us the 
existence of ©^  such that for each ©21^  sometimes propor­
tional allocation is more efficient than modified Neyman 
allocation. 
Again, in Figure 4.3, we present several graphs of 
D2(A,©2I). 
li'e shall now consider the case that ©g^  is a fixed hut 
arbitrary number. As before, we shall prove a theorem 
analogues to Theorem 4.3 so that for a given ©^  ^there exists 
AQ such that for each A < sometimes proportional allocation 
is more efficient than modified Neyman allocation. Before we 
prove the theorem, we shall establish the following lemma 
first. 
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D2(h'02p 
Figure 4.5. Graphs of DgfAiQgi) for m=S and 
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Lemma k .5  For any given ©gi^ 1 » 
lim Dp(A,8p.) = 0+. 
Proof For any given it can be 
verified that 
lim eb.I.(q_.) = 0+ for all h. (4.2.5) 
From 4.2.4, we therefore have 
lim D,(A,Op.) = (G-2)0+ = O"^  . 
The proof is completed. 
Now we are ready to state and prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.4 For any given 6^ > 0^  where is 
defined in 4.1.10, 3 AQ such that 
and 
D9(^ »©21' ^  0 for each A^ Aq. 
Proof From 4.2.3, 
Therefore, for any given ®m' is increasing 
if A< 1 or Hence is the maximum and 
^ 2 i s  t h e  m i n i m u m .  A n d  f r o m  L e m m a  4 . 5 ,  ^ 2 ^ ^  
Thus 0^ (1,©21)» the maximum of 9 is positive. 
It can he verified easily that 
lim I.(qp,) = 1. (4.2.6) 
A-»-QO  ^
By using 4.2.6, we obtain 
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lim DgfAfGgi) = -(Ggi-GG&i+l) < 0. 
Since is increasing if 
tends to a negative limit as A tends to infinity, 3 such 
that 
and 
DgCAyOg^) 5 0 for each A< %Q. 
That completes the proof of the theorem. 
Several graphs of are presented in Figure 4.4. 
C. Comparison of Sometimes Proportional 
Allocation with Proportional Allocation 
for k=2 and 
Now consider the difference function 
D}(A,92i) = [v(yjp-v(y„)s]/^ <^ i • ('•-3.1) 
where V(y^ )g is given in 3.2.14. Then 4.3.1 can be written 
explicitly as 
Dlla.Gzi) = (l+G2i)[lQ(P2l)+Io(q2Ï)%-GG|i[l_a(P2l)+I_i(S2Ï')]. 
(4.5.2) 
where 
Ii(x) = I^ (irf+i,i-f+i), (4.3.3) 
and 
2^1^  - - AGg^ +l • (^ .3.4) 
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Figure 4.4. Graphs of for ni=8 and 
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Now, it can be easily verified that 
D*(A,©2i) = Di(A,©2i)-D2(lA»®2i^ » 
whence, using 4.2.3, we obtain 
= Di(%,92i)-Di(l/A,G2i)+(l+82i-G8#i)' (4.3.5) 
As tends to 1, we have the following lemma for 
D;(%,82i). 
Lemma 4.6 For any A5:1, lim < 0. 
Proof For any A >1, by Lemma 4.1 
lim D. (A,0_ )<0, and by Lemma 4.4 lim 0^ (^ ,0^ )^ 2 0. 
From 4.5.5, we have 
lim D*(A,0„J = lim D, lim D„(l/A,9pJ=S 0. 
2^1^ 1 2^1-1 2^1-1 
Q.E.D. 
Next let us consider the case that A is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. We shall discuss the behavior of D*(7v,02^ ) 
as 0g^  varies by first proving the following lemmas. 
Lemma 4.7 For any given A ^ 1, 
D^fU,82j^ )<0 for 
Proof From 4,5.2, taking partial derivative of 
D*(a,02i) with respect to we have 
+( I+Saifro ( P21 ' +«0 < «21' )]-Ge2# ' 3. 
®®21 
«2 iiJ. —2 
(4.3.6) 
kl 
where is defined in 4.1.6 
and 
(4.3.7) 
Substituting 4.3.7 in 4.3.6, we obtain, after simplification. 
*3^ 77^ 1 (^ '^ 2 i) 
= [lo(P2i)-4S«i|l-i(P2i)j +[lo(92Ï')-àG9Eil_t(92Ï')] 
'21 
• •" " ' . fn(l) 
((l+Sgi )" *[(a+@2i)-'-(A@21+1)-f] 
(4.3.8) 
It can be verified that for any x such that 0 < x <1, 
I^^(x)-|-G©2|I_.I(X) < 0. (4.3.9) 
Thus, from 4.3.9, the first two terms in 4.3.8 are negative. 
Now let us examine the third term in 4.3.8. The third term 
can be written as 
2^f"28g^ l^(A2-l)[(A82^ +l)f(a2,-A-) + (A+82^ )f(A"82i-l)] 
(A+G2i)f(A82i+l)fB(if,&f) 
(4.3.10) 
Since 
(^ ©o^ +l) ^(©9^ -^  )-»-(A+6f)^ ) ^(A"82^ -l)<(A+l) (A*"+1 ) (@2^ -1) < 0 
then the third term in 4.3.8 is also negative. 
Hence, for 0 < 1, —^ D*( AyOg^ ) < 0. The proof is 
completed. 
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Lemma 4.8 For any given A 1 satisfying 
l-&G+(A-f"^ +l)(A:-l)/A=fB(if,if) > 0, (4.3.11) 
a Ô' >1 such that 
9 
D^|(^ ,62^ ) , 0 , @21' 0' 
Proof From 4.5.8, —^ D*(A,©2^ ) can also be 
written as 
a 
®®21 •EfU.ejj) = [io{P2i)-^ io(4î')]-4®e2ÎLi_i{P2i)+i.4(qiî')] 
{( 1+021 [<%+G2i )-f-(A82i+l)-f] 
(4.5.12) 
It can be verified that, for h »0, 
lim [I.(p9i)+li(q(l))]/6h^  = 0+. (4.5.13) 
©21"^  
Using 4.5.15, we find that 
lim T^ D*(A,62, )= ri-âG+(%:f-&+l)(A&-l)/A&fB(if ,if%0+=0+. 
021^ # 21 21 ^  -
This implies that 3 9' such that 
a 
ë@2lDî(%'G2l) ' 0 ' 
The proof of the lemma is completed. 
Lemmas 4.7 and 4.8 tell us that, for a given A, 
Dj(A,©2^ ), as a function of ©21 » decreases first and then 
increases. After the above three lemmas are established, we 
are ready to prove the following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.5 For any given A ^  1, satisfying 
4.3.11, 3 8^ 1) in (0,1) and 1 such that 
D*(A,9(1)) = D*(A,e(2)) = 0 
and 
3*('a,92i)>0 ¥ e'l) or 
Proof Because of lemmas 4.6, 4,7 and 4,8, it 
suffices to prove this theorem by showing that D*(a, 0 ) >  0  
and lim D*(A,e» ) > 0. 
®2l- " 
First, consider D*(A,0). IvTien ©^ =^0, and 
q|j^ =l. Thus D*(&,0)=1>0. 
It can be seen that 
lim D*(%,8pi)/0pi = 1. 
This implies that lira D*(A,©^  )>0. 
«21-" 
( o) 
q(i) and ©Q  ^ is in evidence. The proof is The existence  ^
comple ted. 
For any given A ^  1, satisfying 4.3.11, Theorem 4.5 
assures us that there exist in (0,l) and ©Q^ )> 1 such 
that for each or sometimes proportional 
allocation is always more efficient than proportional 
allocation. 
Taking, in particular, A=l, we obtain the following 
corollary to Theorem 4.5. 
and 
where 
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Corollary 4.2 
D*(l,e2^ )>0 If @21' @11) or «21' e<2) 
Dj(a,«2i)«o if e'l's e2i< 
8^^) = -|(G--2-GVG"-4 ), 
and (4.3.14) 
9(2) = |(G^ -2+GVG^ -4 ). 
Proof When A=l, P2j^ =Qo^ /(i+®21^  &nd 
Qg^  =1/( j.+©2^  ^ =0,0^ . Hence 
Ii(P2i)+Ii(q21^  ^= 1. (4.3.15) 
1. 
Using 4.5.15 or from 4.5.5, D*( 1,9^ 5^ )=®2i~^ ®oi'^  ^ which is a 
quadratic function in Therefore D*(l,&2^ ) has two 
zeros and 0^ ^^  defined in 4.5.14. Thus D*(l,ôo^ )>0 
m ni 1 61 
for 82i< 6^ 1) or ©21^  and Dj(l,©21)^ 0 for 
Q-S-D-
If the set S is defined as 
s = {«21= *21^ 4^  r (4.3.16) 
where 9^ )^ and 9^ )^ are given in 4.3.14, and S' is the 
complementary set of S, then D*(l,92^ )>0 if ©2^  is in S' 
and D*(l,92^ )^ 0 if 9^  ^is in S. 
¥e shall now consider the case when 92^  is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. The behavior of as A varies, 
will be discussed in the following lemma and theorem. 
Lemma 4.9 For any given 0,3 such 
that -|:D|(A,©2i) > 0 V A>A'. 
Proof From 4.3.2, taking partial derivative 
with respect to "A, we have 
~D* (^ ,021 ) ~ ( ^"*"^ 21)1^ 0 ^ ^ 21 ^  ^^ 21 ^ ''J~^ ®21 [Q-i ( ^21 ^ 2^1 ^ ' 
(4.3.17) 
Where Qj^ (Pf)^ ) is defined in 4.1.5 
3-nd A-f. T x-p.-i 
«i'iai') = -4î'' ' 4î'' /miî*iAt*i). 
(4.3.18) 
Substituting 4.3.18 in 4.3.17, we obtain, after simplification 
1 21 21 (%+82i)f (AOgi+l)^  
(4.3.19) 
Then lia  ^'&°l(^ '^ 2l) = &g^ il+8;f+l)/B(if,if)]o+ = 0+. 
A -> CO 
Hence, 3  ^ such that 
D^j(A,©2i)>0 ¥ A>A'. 
The proof of Lemma 4.9 is completed. 
If we consider the limit of D^2(), as A tends to 
infinity, we get 
li" = 0*. 
A CO 
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i.e., D*(A,©2i) has a horizontal asymptote and D*(A,@2^ ) 
tends to its horizontal asymptote from below. Noting that 
lim D*(a,Q_^ )=0, we see that D*(A,9oi) tends to zero 
A -»co 1 iix 1 
from below. Thus for any given 0^  ^in S*, where S is defined 
in 4.3.16, there exists such that D*(5\q,92^ )=0 and 
D*(A,©2j^ )^ 0 for each A^ Aq. The following theorem is then 
proved. 
Theorem 4.6 For any given 9^  ^in S', 3 Aq such 
that 
= 0 
and 
Df(A,92i) > 0 V A« AQ, 
For any given in S', Theorem 4,6 assures us that 
there exists Aq such that sometimes proportional allocation 
will be always more efficient than proportional allocation 
for each A< 
D, Comparison of Sometimes Proportional 
Allocation with Modified Neyman 
2 2 Allocation for k=2 and 
Now we shall consider the difference function 
DS(%,e2i) = . (4.4.1) 
From the identity, 
'^(yw&-'^ (3^ w)s = ^  p-^  s- (^ w) p-^ (yw)N] * 
D|(a,92i) can be expressed in terras of i.e., 
D|(A,e2i) = D*(A,92i)-(82i-G9=i+l) 
= Dj(^ ,©2^ )-Dj(l,92i). (4.4.2) 
Using 4.3.5 D*(A,92^ ) can also be expressed in terms of 
D^(A,02^), i.6., 
D*(A,82,) = D^ (A,02^ )-D^ (i/A,02i)- (4.4.3) 
And, further, mere explicitly, 
(4.4.4) 
where is defined in 4.5.4. 
As tends to 1, we have the following lemma for 
DgfA'Osi)' 
LeiBflia 4.10 For any siven A^ l, 
lim D*(A,8*. ) 2: 0. 
Ggl-l -
Proof From 4.4.2, we have 
lim D*(A,9_.) = D*(A,1) = D*(^ ,l)-D*(l,l). 
921.^  -
Letting ®21~^  4.3.17, we obtain the partial derivative of 
D*(A,1) with respect to A, namely 
DJCA.I) = 2[2Qo(3&)-&Q.i(&)] 
= 2 AB(if .4f) 
= 2A"''"'''^ (^ »-l)2/(îV+t)^ B(4f,èf) Î 0. (4.4.5) 
@ 
9A 
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From 4.4,5 ve conclude that D*(a,1) is a non-decreasing 
function of A. Thus D*(A,l)-D*(l,l)^ 0. Therefore, 
lim  ^0. The proof is complete. 
Next let us consider the case when A is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. Ve shall discuss the behavior of 
as 0^  ^varies. 
It can be verified that 
lim [l. (p^ ^^  )-I. (pg. )] = 0"^ . (4,4,6) 
®21"^  
From 4.4,4, \:e have, on using the above result and Corollary 
4,1 
lim D|-(A,© )/©^  = lim = 0". 
2^1-=° 2^1 
This implies that 
lim D*(A,8_.) < 0, (4.4.7) 
(  2 )  
It follows from Lemma 4.10 that there exists 9q '•> 1 
such that 
Dg(A,G^ )^) = 0 
and 
D|(A,©2i) ^  ° * ®21 " 
Furthermore, as tends to 0, 
lim D*(A,©pi) = 0~. 
Hence, 3 ©g^  ^in (0,1) such that 
D*^ A,©(1)) = 0 
and 
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DgfA'Ogi) 2= 0 V @21 in 
Thus the following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.7 For any given A^ l, 3 in 
(0,1) and Qq^ >^1 such that 
D$(A,G(1)) = D|(A,0^ ^^ ) = 0 
and 
Dg(A.@2^ ) & 0 V @21 in [8^ 1),e(2)]. 
For any given Theorem 4.7 assures us that there 
exist in (0,1) and 1 such that for each 8^  ^in 
(Oq^ O^q"^ ) sometimes proportional allocation is always more 
efficient than modified Neyman allocation. 
Ve shall now consider the case when 8^  ^is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. As A tends to 1, we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 4.11 For any given 0^ 5^ 0, 
lim D*(A,9^ J = 0. 
Proof From 4.4.2, we have 
lim D*(A,8,i) = lim D-HA,9^ J-D*(i,0 ) = 0. Q.E.D. 
Lemma 4.12 For any given in S, where S is 
defined in 4.3.16, lim D^ (A,8p.)a 0. 
A T»oc " 
Proof From 4.4.2, we have 
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lim D*(A,9g.) = lim D*(A,@gJ-(0g.-Ge^ .+l) 
A-..QO  ^ A->co  ^
= -(Ogi-GGgi+l) a 0. Q.E.D. 
After the above two lemmas are established, we are now 
ready to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.8 For any given in S, where S is 
defined in 4.3.16, 3 such that 
D|(Ao,©2I) = ® 
and 
D^ (A,82i)>0 V ^^ 0^-
Proof From 4.4.2, we have (A,Og^ ,9^ )^. 
By Lemma 4.9, 3 a' such that -^ D*(A,62i) ^ ^ V A>A', i.e., 
D^ (A.9<5^ ) is increasing for each A>A'. We shall consider 
the following two cases: 
Case 1 For any given in S, if  ^0 
for V A ^ 1, we can let Aq=1, Thus 
D|(Ao,e2^ ) = 0 
and 
D|(A,e2i) ^ 0 V A 5 Ay. 
Case 2 For any given in S, if D|(A,02^ )<O 
for some A, because of Lemma 4.11, 3 Aq such that 
= 0 
and 
D*(A,92I) ^  0 V A^ AQ. 
In either case the existence of Aq is in evidence. The 
proof of Theorem 4.8 is completed. 
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For any given 6^  ^in S, Theorem 4.8 assures us that there 
exists Aq such that sometimes proportional allocation will be 
more efficient than modified Neyman allocation for each A>Aq, 
E, Comparison of Sometimes Proportional 
Allocation with Proportional Allocation 
2 2 2 for k=5 and  ^CTg < cr„ 
Consider the difference function 
0,(^ ,92^ ,632) = [v(7Jp-v(7„)s]/^  
= ( 1-w^  ) /@21+^ 2 ( ®32] ^ ) 
î^nPcSf-Jnta-f-r) r=0 ' 
if-l 
-*G' z —ritf-i-r) B(7V,9, ,9 ), (4.5.1) 
r=0 P{if+è)P(îï-l-) 
where P(A^ ), A(A,©,,^ ajid B(,0^ 2) defined in 
5.3.39, 3.3.41 and 3.3.42 respectively. 
Clearly, if 0 sometimes proportional 
allocation is more efficient than proportional allocation. 
Otherwise, proportional allocation is more efficient. 
If we let 
I. i(x) = I (if+i,f-l+j-r), (4.5.2) 
•^ 90 ^ 
and 
= I^ (f-l+.1-r,-|-f+i), (4.5.3) 
then, using 4.5.2 and 4.5.3, P(Ag), A(A,©2jL>©52^  
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B(A,@2^ ,9^ 2) can be i^ rritten as follows. 
(4.5.4) 
A(A,821,6-2) 
, -;• ''21 ' 'h, -i ' i|i '] 
+("l"3G|2r2l"*S2l"^ "'/G|i-W2W.@Î2ggl-2:pgf-l-r)i^  
-1(932)' 
(4.5.5) 
and 
2(^ ,621»®32^  
+("l"3932P21*'S2l"^ "'/G|i-W2W;8§2q|i+=pgl-l-r)I_^ ,i(g;i) 
(4.5.6) 
Let us consider the case that A is a fixed but arbitrary 
non-negative number. We shall discuss the behavior of 
as ©21 ®52 '^ s.ry. Let R^ j^fx) and R? j (x) 
denote partial derivatives of I. .(x) and I? .(x) with respect 
1, J 1 » J 
to ©<5., respectively, where I. . (x) and I? . (x) are defined in 
J- ^  J 1 f J 
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'1.5.2 and 4.5.3. Tiien 
L— (wf+i,f-l+j-rj 
'21 ^ 21 
= ( i_x) -Ws (-K+i. f-l+j-r) 
®^21 J 
= . (4.5.7) 2^1 2^1 
Similarly, 
= -g*|f+i+lpg^ -2+j-r/B(tf+i,f-l+j-r) , (4.5.8) 
- 84i^ i.o'^ 32* 
= -p*f-l+j-=g%|f+i/82,B{f-l+j-r,if+i) , (4.5.9) 
and 
= -qSl^ *ip%f"^ *j"^ /(%+82i)B(if+i,f-l+j-r) . 
(4.5.10) 
Using 4.5.7 through 4.5.10, we obtain, from 4.5.1, the partial 
derivative of D^ (^ »®21'®32^  with respect to 0^ ,^ i.e., 
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+ L 5^  ™2( ^"'"'2)•^ "3 ( ^""3'®32] a@2^ P'^ 1 ' 
- " A  s S l F f f c  
r=0 P(if!S(ir) ' 
(4.5.11) 
where Ij(p2i) defined in 4.1.5 and 4.1.6 
respectively. 
P2l42l"^ "ltfS21-(4f-l-r)P21] 10.0(931) 
«21 
}. 
(4.5.12) 
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-5^ 'KA,«2i»®32^  
[(if+§)p„^ -(i-f-i-r)q^ J /©2^ j . 
P_i -I-i , ^(^21 )J 
,i(%2i)~^ -: , I(^ 21)] 
+ |w^ w„9|2p|^ "^ '^ q|J"^ "^  [{èf+-à) Qsi-f zf-l-r) P2l"2]/®21^  
+"2"5G32921*'p2l"^ "^ [(?f+2)P2i-(if-l-r)q2l] /®2l} 
+(-i-fl2p|Mr'-Wi-2-3424N 
-{w^ W2p||'^ '»q|"2"""''-KjW_9=2q||-"=p|^ -^ -'')l2^ _j.(Pf2)/2e|(^  
(4.5.14) 
It can be verified that 
liffi P(A") = lim -^ a(A,©2i»®32) 
©21^  CO 2^1  ^ ©21^  ® 
= lim B(A,©oi,®^ o) = 0. 
©21"» GO 2^1  ^
Thus, 
lim -^ D (A,©^  © 2) = 0. (4.5.15) 
©21"» GO 2^1 ^  
This implies that, as ©2^  tends to infinity, the slope of 
Dj^ (A,©21*®52) horizontal, i.e., (A,02^ ,0^ 2) has a 
horizontal asymptote. Furthermore, it can be seen that, for 
a given  ^0, 
lim P(A") = 1 
©21^ 0) 
and 
lim A(X,0^  ^J0—Ç)) — lim B(A,0p. ,0„p) = 0. 
«21-=  ^ 921-" 
Hence, 
lim D^ (A,021,022) = [^ 2( 1-^ 2))0^ 2] 32 ' 
2^1'^  
(4.5.16) 
Therefore, for a given A » 0, if is such that 
W2(l-tV2)+w„(l-V2)0„2-G^ 2^"^ 5©32 ^  (4.5.1?) 
the limit of 0^ (^ ,021,0^ 2)» a.s tends to infinity, is 
positive. This, in turn, implies that, for any given A ^  0 
and 0_^  satisfying 4.5.17, f9^ ,^G„2) has a positive 
horizontal asymptote. Thus, there exists a 0^ 1 such that 
^^ 1(^ ,^ 21,^ 52) ^ ® for each ®21^  ®21* then, have proved 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.9 For any given À5» 0, if satisfies 
4.5.17, a ©21 such that 
:» 0 V 921=-921-
Next, let us consider Di(a,02i,022)/®32 ' 
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D^ (A,92i»®32^ '''®52 
= [w^  ( 1-w^  ) /®21®32'^ ^^ 2 ( l-*2 ) ( l-w^  )] P ( AJ ) 
-G ) /eliG^ g+w^ T^ /^olielg+VgV^ /G^ g ] 
_1 .T' 1 
-is-'z B(A,e, s )/9 (4.5.18) 
r=0 n(if+i)n(-5f-r) j2 
It can "be seen that 
iim P(A") = 1 
5^2"^ '^  
Then, 
and 
A  ( A j ô p - j  > )  ^( A f G n . p Q ^ g )  
lim = lim = 0. 
6_p-»oo 5^2 8^ 2-» CO 52 
(A,ôp^ ,0^ 2) 
lim — 2=^  ^ = w,(l-w_)> 0. (4.5.19) 
e.gT^ oo 3^2  ^  ^
Therefore, as ©-^  tends to infinity, (^ ,©21*^ 32^  tends to 
a positive limit. Hence, there exists a such that, for 
any given A^ O and any (A,9q.^  ,0^ )^ > 0 for each 
6_^ >0^ g. The following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.10 For any given A > 0 and 0^ .^  1, 
3 0^ 2 such that 
Dj_(A,02^ ,032) > 0 "32' "32* 
21" 
0 
V eys^ o; 
We shall now discuss the "behavior of D^ (A,02^ ,0^ 2) &s 
X varies. Consider first the limit of D^ (A,021*832), as A 
tends to zero, i.e.. 
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lim D^ (A,©2^ ,0^ 2) = 0^ (0,921, 
= -g^ (e2i-GG = i+l)+W2W^ (9^ 2-G@^ 2+l) 
' * (4.5.20) 
If both ©„. and are larger than 9 where 9 is defined in 
mm
4.1.10, D^ (a,92J ,^9^ 2) will have a positive limit, as A tends 
to zero. Let Q. .(x) and Q? .(x) denote partial deriva-
 ^> J 1 ; J 
tives of I. .(x) and I? -(x) with respect to A respec-
^ > J 1 > J 
tively. Then 
Qi,j(Ô2i) = 'â'^ i, 3(^ 21) 
= STlg^ it^ f+i.f-l+j-r) 
rsai , 
v^f+1-1^ f-2+j-^ dx/B(if+i,f-l+j-r) 
•^ 0 
= q^ *^^ *lp^ ^^ *j"^ 82i/A^ B(if+i,f-l+j-r). (4.5.21) 
= *'0 
Similarly, 
0 
= -qg^ *^^ *lpgi"^ *j"^ /832B(if+i,f-l+j-r), (4.5.22) 
Qi,3(953) ="55:^ 1,^ (^ 32) 
= Pg2"l+j"^ q*gf+i/(A+9_2)B(f-l+j-r,if+i), (4.5.25) 
and 
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(4.5.24) 
Using 4.5.1 and 4.5.21 through 4.5.24, we obtain the partial 
derivative of with respect to A, i.e.. 
9 
8 A 'D^ (A,92i,©~2) = (l-^ ;\)/^ 21+^ 2^(^ ""*^ 2^ ^^ ""^ 5^ 5^2] (-^ 1 ) 
-Gw^ W2Q_.i.(p2i)/eii 
n(è^ S(2-r) ' 
( 4 . 5 . 2 5 )  
where 
•P(AJ) 
3 
-i-f-1 
__fi_ ]{ ^2^ 32 [-fp52"(^ f"l"r)932]lo^ o(P%2)/% 
r—u 'I'gZ—i""i/ I 
+S32P32 0^,0(952) 
"PIi^II'^ [3^921-( 2-f-l-r ) P21] IQ , 0 ( ^31 ) /% 
"PIi^ I^I 0^,0(^ 31)I » 
(4.5.26) 
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= - [(if-i) q3^ -(à-f-l-r) pyi] A^ ll 
+^ '2^ 3®32^ 51~"P51~^ "^ [^ "2-f--2-)P5i-(2-f-l-r)q3^ ]/A}. 
& I, _i(^ 21 ) 'h-, -&( ^213 
L^ i, -|^ 2^1 ) , -*(921 
- K'^ 3®52P2i"^ '^ 2I'^ ''' [(if-i)q21-(=f-l-r)P2l] /^ ®21 
+W2W_G|2q|f-%pgf-l-r[(if-i)P2i-(if-l-r)g2i]/a}l.i^ _a(q*i) 
+(wiW2822pg;-iq|f-l-r/egi-W2W_922q2f-2p?f-l-r)Q^ _^^ (q%l) 
-{wiW2p|i^ -:qif-l-r|Xif-i)q_2-(if-l-r)P32] 
+"l"3G32S32"'P52"^ "^  [(•|f-|-)P32-(if-l-r) q52]] 
*21 
+( WjW2pt|-=q||-^ -='-WjW3e|242"Mr^ "'' -i < P32> /®Il ' 
(4.5.27) 
and 
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+"2*3832931*^ 931"^ "^  [(i-f+^ )P31-(-2-f-l-r) q„ J Aj • 
+ (wiW,p|^ +^ q|^ -l-V8|i-w,w,0|,q|^ +^ p|^ -l-^ ) . 
) -Q-i, -I- ( ^213 
"{^ '^ 1^ 3®32P2l"^ "^ 21~^ ~* [(if+^ )S2i-(%f-l-r)P2ll ^ 2^1 
-{*1*2932*^ 432"^ "^  [{-if+-|)q32-(if-l-r)p32] 
+w^ W39|2q||-=p||-l-=^  [(if+i)P22-(if-l-r)q.2]j 
^^ 21 
(4.5.28) 
It can tie verified that 
lim [w^  ( 1-w^  ) /Ogi+Vg ( 1-^ 2 ) +w„( l-w_) ©^ 2] -^ P (AJ) 
A "»'cc " 
= 2(821,622)0+' 
lim i^W2Q_i(p2j^ )/©ii = 3(821)0*, 
A-^ co ~ 
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'Ë P(S-Wr) 
and 
if-1 
Jo P(^ otL) 
where 
c(®2i'^ 32 ^ 
= [wifl-w^ j/Gg^ +Wgfl-Wgj+wyfl-w.je-g]. 
a(©2i»®32)®'^  , 
839)0+ , 
vf-1 /f-2-r 
r=0 \%f-l-] 
4f-l-r-ifIo^ (,(j^ ) 
/(1+632 
3(891) = -Wi%^ /8$iB(if-i,if-i) , 
'21' - "1'2/-21' 
if-1 
(4.5.29) 
(4.5.30) 
®(921'®32' - rto P(-if-i)n(4f-r) K(®21'«32)-^ 2^(®21'»32'J ' 
with 
(4.5.31) 
S2 ( ®21 ' ® 32 ' = - ["i"2 ( ) /®li-"2"3® 32 (if-l-r)]!*, -i^ ïTÏÏ^  ^
[V3® 32 ( tf-i ) /®li-V3®32 'rr^ ' 
- [^ ^^ '2(2^ -2)-w^ w„0|2('2f-l-r)] /6gi , 
(4.5.32) 
and 
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•^ '"i''3®32/®21-"2"3®32' 'ÎÎI^ ' f-^ /2-r 
+ 
and 
(*l*2"*i*5G22)/82ij/B(if+i,f-5/2-r)» (^ .5.35) 
''(«21'®32) = r=0 n(if!î)P(èLr) K(®21'®32'^^2(921'S2S ' 
(4.5.34) 
with 
''l<®21'®32^  = -[WiWatif+ij/eli-WgW^ Glgtif-l-ryi I.i,i(ïîér> 
- [WiW3«52(èf+è)/9|i-W2W.s|2(4f-l-r)] 
"[yi*2(-f+%)"*2*3G22(&f-l-ry] /©11» (4.5.35) 
and 
= {CwiWg/O^ -^WgW^ eZgïîXi+G^ )^" "(l+G.g) Ggi+l/O-g] 
+(V342/4i-2Vl2)(îé;;)-'--(^  
+(w^ W2-w^ W3©2^ )/Ggij/B(if-i,f-i-r). (4.5.36) 
Using 4.5.29 through 4.5.36, we have 
IT^  -&:'i(^ .»2i.«32) 
= [c(e2^ ,9j2)-Ga(e2j)-4Ga(e2j^ ,9.2)-4si'(e2i'S2^ ] 
If and are so chosen that 
c(©2i,©52)-Gd(©2i)-2-Ga(Ô2i,032)-iG^ (©21»®52^  ^0, (4.5.37) 
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then lim -^ D.(A,9^ .,GUn)=0*. This means that given ©„. and 
9^ 2 satisfying A.5.57, D^ (A,92j^ »®-52^  tends to its horizontal 
asymptote from below, as A tends to infinity. Furthermore, 
since 
lim D (A,9p ,9_) = 0, (4.5.38) 
Ay. CO  ^
D^ (A,92^ ,9^ 2) tends to zero from below, as A tends to 
infinity, i.e., because lim D^. (A,9^ . ,9,q)=0'*'. Hence, A"^ CO 9A 1 —'X 
there exists a such that D^ (A,92^ ,9„p)>-0 for each A-^ A®. 
Then the following theorem is proved. 
Theorem 4.11 For any given 2^1^  
9_p> 9^  satisfying 4.5.57, 31 A^  such that 
Di(%,821*832) ^  ° V A<A°. 
P. Comparison of Sometimes Proportional 
Allocation with Modified Neyman 
2 9 2 
Allocation for k=3 and "^ 3 
Consider the difference function 
2 
D2(A,021,6^ 2) = [v(y,,)^ -v(yJs]/^  
= Gw^ 2^^ -i(°21)^ ®21 
( 1-w^  ) /82i+^ 2 (l"*2)+*3 ( l-*3 ) 8-2] ^ (^ 0 ) 
- " A  mSd, 
ixSmL)'""''-'»'-
(4.6.1) 
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where P(A^), A(A,©21*^52^ B(A,62^,8^2) defined in 
4.5.4, 4.5.5 and 4,5.6 respectively. can also 
be expressed in terms of ®j[(^»®21*®52^ as follow. ^ 
= {v(?„)p-v{yJs-[v(?Jp-v(7JJ}/5S 
= D^(A,©2I»®52^-^Î(°'®21»®52^' (4.6.2) 
where D^(%,@21,8^0) is defined in 4.5.1 and D^(0,02^,©„^) 
is defined in 4.5.19. 
Clearly, if 0 sometimes proportional 
allocation is more efficient than modified Neyman allocation. 
Otherwise, modified Neyman allocation is more efficient. 
Let us consider the case that A is a fixed but arbitrary 
non-negative number. We shall discuss the behavior of 
02(^^^91,6-9) as @21 and 0_^ vary. From 4,6,2, we obtain the 
partial derivative of with respect to ' 
(4,6,5) 
where —D^(A,©2j: *^59) is defined in 4.5.11 
and 
i^7®l(°'®21'®32) " Tâ I-£G(W^I.2+W^K_9=2)/®21 • 
21 (4.6.4) 
From 4.5.15, we can see that 
@2^+00 21 
Therefore, as tends to infinity, Dg(%,,821,8^9) has a 
horizontal asymptote. And from 4.5.16, we have 
lim Dp(^,0p. ,©^p) 
821+ a 
= lim D.(A,©p.,6„p)- lim D. 1 21 32 
= Wg ( 1-Wg ) +w^ ( 1-w, ) 
- lim [w^(l-w^)/82i+W2(l-%^)+^y(l-^y)G22 
-G^WiWg/olj+WiW.eSa/Osi+WBWjGSg)] 
= [g(W2+w^ ©H2)-{1-W^ )] 0"'" 
= 0+. 
Hence, D2(a,92i'^52^ has the horizontal axis as its hori­
zontal asymptote and tends to its asymptote from above. 
There er.ists a 9^^ such that 0 for each 
^21'^ ^ 21' have now proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.12 For any given A >0 and 6_p> 1, 
®21 such that 
821*^32) ^  ^ ^21 ^^21 
Next let us consider D2(^>®2i'®32^ 
^2(^»®2i »®32^'''^52 ~ (Aj92I'''^52~^i '^21 *^32^'''^52 * 
(4.6.5) 
where D^(A,9g^,6_g)/8_2 is given in 4.5.18 
and 
(0,©p^,©^2)/®52 - Wi(l-^i)/82l^32*^2(^"*2)/^32^^3(^"*3) 
- G f w ^ w g / ® 5 2 )  *
(4.6.6) 
From 4.5.19, 4.6.5 and 4.6.6, we obtain 
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^9(A» ®2l'^52^ 
lim - _ —2£_ = w_(l-w„)r lim P(A")-1] = 0~. 
®52"^ (4,6.7) 
4.6.7 implies that gQ-g) "tends to a negative limit, 
as 0„2 tends to infinity. Therefore, there exists a such 
that D^(A,0p^ ,ô-q)> 0 for each ^32* thus proved 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13 For any given 0 and ©21^ 1 * 
3 gSg such that 
D2(A,©2i,e52)=" 0 V 852^832' 
We shall now discuss the behavior of as A 
varies. From 4.5.20 and 4.5.58, we can see that if both 9^^^ 
and 0_o are less than 9 where 9 is defined in 4.1.10, then 
mm
^is^ Dg,(A,821,9^2) = lim D^(A,92^,0„2)-Di(O,92^,9^2) 
= -0^(0,921,832) > 0. 
Since '^32^ ~ ^^'^21'^32^ » 
thus, if 
c(G2i,832)-Gd(92i)-&Ga(92i,9_2)-iGb(92i,G22) <0, (4.6.8) 
then •|^D2(A,8^^,9„2)=0~. Therefore, 02(^,92^,922) tends 
to its positive horizontal asymptote from above, as A tends 
to infinity. Thus, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.14 For given 9^ and 9_2< 8^ 
satisfying 4.6.8, 3 such that 
D2(A,82i,932)>0 V A>A°. 
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V. EFFICIENCY OF SOMETIMES PROPORTIONAL ALLOCATION 
The relative efficiency of sometimes proportional alloca­
tion with respect to proportional allocation and modified 
Neyman allocation will be discussed in this section. When 
k>2, the expression for the variance of the estimate under 
sometimes proportional allocation becomes very complicated. 
Therefore, for relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation, we shall consider the case for k=2 only. 
A. Efficiency with Respect to Proportional 
2 2 Allocation for cr^ ^  (Tg 
Consider the relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation with respect to proportional allocation, 
where D^(A,©2jl) is defined in 4.1.1. 
Clearly, if sometimes proportional 
allocation is more efficient than proportional allocation. 
Prom 5.1,1, we see that the behavior of is closely 
related to that of D^(A,©2^). In particular, when 9^^ is 
fixed but arbitrary, the behavior of will be the 
same as that of 0^(^,62^1^) • 
Since e^(A,©2^) and D^(%,©2^) are closely related. 
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some of the results of ©^^(^,0^^) parallel to those of 
D^(A,02^) which have been presented in section IV A can be 
obtained quite easily. If a result of is merely 
an immediate consequence of its analogue of by 
simply observing the relationship between and 
D^(A,02^) given in 5.1.1, then we shall state the result 
without proof. First, let us establish a lemma parallel to 
Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 5.1 For any A^O, lim e^(A,9„^) < 1. 
621-1 
Furthermore, e^(A,l) is an increasing function in A except 
when A=l. 
Proof From 5.1.1 
^ lim^ e^(A,02j^) = e^(A,l) = 1/[1-w^W2D^(A,l)] . 
By Lemma 4.1, we get 
lim e (A,0p.) ^  1. 
As we mentioned earlier, e^(A,l) and D^(A,i) will behave 
in the same manner. ¥e have seen, in Lemma 4.1, that 
which is positive except when A=l. Thus e^(A,l) is an 
increasing function in A except when A=l, This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
Next let us consider the case that A is a fixed but 
arbitrary non-negative number. We shall discuss the behavior 
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of as varies by first proving a lemma analo­
gous to Lemma 4.2. 
Lemma 5.2 For any given A^O, satisfying 
4.1.7, a ©' such that 
eQ^ ^1(^*^21) > 0 for each 9^^ > 0'. 
Proof Taking partial derivative of e^C^pGg^), 
given in 5.1.1, with respect to 621» obtain 
21 
(5.1.2) 
Substituting from 4.1.1 and 4.1.8 in 5.1.2 and taking 
limit of 9^ •30^6^(^,621) > a.s tends to infinity, we 
have 
""co ®2Ï ° "1 [i"*'^ *^ STÎffïfT^  -2+G]0* = 0*. 
«21 
Therefore, there must exists 9' such that 
^Q^e^(î\,92^) > 0 for each > 9». 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
We are now ready to establish the following theorem 
analogous to Theorem 4.1. 
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Theorem 5.1 For any A $ 0 satisfying 4.1.7, 
a ©Q such that 
= 1 
and 
e^(A,©2i) ^  ^ for each ô^i > ®o* 
Proof This is a direct consequence of Lemmas 
5.1 and 5.2. 
For any given A^O satisfying 4.1.7, Theorem 5.1 assures 
us there exists a Oq such that for ®21^ sometimes propor­
tional allocation is always more efficient than proportional 
allocation. 
Taking, in particular, A=0 we obtain the following 
corollary to Theorem 5.1. 
Corollary 5.1 
«1(0.821) " 1 « «21 " «m 
and 
Several graphs are presented in Figure 5.1 to demonstrate 
the behavior of for m=8 and Wj^=Wg=0.5. 
We shall now consider the case that is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. Since ®21^ Then we have the 
following lemma and theorem parallel to Lemma 4,5 and Theorem 
4.2 respectively. 
Lemma 5.3 For any given > 1, 
lim e.(A,©p.) = 1~. 
x-»co 1 
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1.20 
1.10 
).00 
0 0. 
Fleure 5.1. Graphs of for m=8 and 
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Theorem 5.2 Given ^ ® where 9 is defined 
—— 6% m m 
in 4.1.10, ^ Aq such that 
®l(^0»®2l^ ~ 1 
and 
e^(A,92i) ^  1 for each A <7^ . 
Several graphs of are presented in Figure 5.2. 
Some further important properties of e^tApGg^) will he 
given in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 5.3 Let A^^c ^  be two values of A. 
3 ^1 such that 
ei(Ai,e*) = e^tAgpG*) 
and 
e^(A^,G2^) ^e^CAgjSoi^ each ©21^®** 
Proof In Lemma 5.1, we have shown that e^(A,l) 
as well as D^(A,l) is an increasing function in A when 
Therefore, with A^< 
e^(A^,l) < 
and also 
D^(A^,1) < D^fAg,!). 
For any given ©21^ 1 
Di(A^,62I)-DI(A2,©2I) = (^+^21 ^^O^^l ' ' 
(5.1.5) 
Where • (5.1.'.) 
Since we assume A^< Ag then d^(A^,A2)> 0 for any i ^  if. It 
can he verified that 
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1.10 
105 
100 
Figure 5.2. Graphs of e^(^,©2j^) for m=8 and 
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lim = 0+. (5.1.5) 
Usin# 5.1.5, it can be seen that 
©21'*® 21 
lim al-(i+e,,-Geg,)o+ " ° . 
e,,.m 021 "'21 "21 
Therefore, (Aj|^,62i)~^2^^»®21^ tends to a positive value 
as ©2j[ tends to infinity. Hence, there must be a 0* 51 
such that 
Di(Ai,9*) = D^CAo,©*) 
and 
I>i(Aj^,©21^ > each 0^^^ ©*. 
That, in turn, implies that 
ei(Al,G*) = e^CAg,©*) 
and 
^^(^^,©21) > ®i(^2'®21^ fo:" each ©£1^®** 
The proof is completed. 
The geometrical interpretation of Theorem 5.5 may be 
described as follows. For two distinct values, and Ag of A 
such that Ag, e^(Ai,02i) and ^•^{'^2*^21^ are represented 
by two curves. At ©21"^» the graph of ®j^(^2»®21^ is above the 
graph of e^(A^,02^). As 0^^ increases the two curves are 
getting closer. Then they intersect at a point at ©21"®** 
For each ©2^^ ©*, the graph of e^(A^,©2^) will be on top of 
that of e^(A2,©2i) and will stay on top. This phenomenon is 
indicated in Figure 5.1. When A^=5 and Agzzio, ©* is 
approximately equal to 2,5, Thus 
ei(5,92^) < 6^(10,Gg^) for each 2 . 5  
e^(5,2.5) = e^(lO,2.5) 
and 
61(5,021) ^  61(10,821) for each 2.5. 
Theorem 5.4 Let e^ be a real number such that 
0 ce^c 1. Then, a such that 
ei(^,©2i) 3: Gq for each or A > 
Proof To prove this theorem, let ^ 21^ 1 be a 
fixed number. 
First, consider the case when rain ei(A,02i) ^ ®o* Then, 
6 i ( A , © 9 i )  ^ e a c h  A .  I f  w e  t a k e  A ^ = A 2  t o  b e  a n y  p o s i t i v e  
real number, then the theorem holds. 
Now, consider the case when min 6^ ("AjOgi ) *^ ®o* Then, 
for some values of A ®i (A, ^21 ) "^ ®o* de­
creasing when 1< A <. Also lim e. (a,6o^ )>1. It follows 
Â-»! ^ 
that a A such that ei(A,62i)^®o each A<_A. Let 
L^ = |a: ei(A,02i)^eo each A and ©21^ ij. 
Clearly, inf L. is the required A?. On the other hand, 
since ei(A,©2i) increasing when A >- and lim ei(x,92i)=l"', 
a A such that ei(A,G2i)^eQ for each A=»A|. Let 
L^ = ( A • e^ ( A, ©21 ) ^ ®o each A =» Â and ©^^ 3= l] . 
Clearly, sup L^ is the required . 
021^1 Q.E.D. 
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From Theorem 5.4, we can see that given any ®21^^ 
^ such that for each \< -K* or efficiency 
of sometimes proportional allocation with respect to propor­
tional allocation will never be lower than a pre-assigned 
value BQ . 
Now, we shall discuss the relative efficiency of somelimes 
proportional allocation with respect to modified Neyman allo­
cation. The relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation with respect to modified Neyman allocation will be 
denoted by eglAjSgi)-
where 02(^,82^) is defined in 4,2.1, 
Clearly, if 62(^,02^) >1, sometimes proportional alloca­
tion is more efficient than modified Neyman allocation. From 
5.2,1, we see that the behavior of e^(A,©2i) is closely 
related to that of In particular, when ©gi is 
fixed but arbitrary, the behavior of will be the 
same as that of 
Since and are closely related, 
some of the results of ®2^^'®21^ parallel to those of 
can be obtained quite easily. 
B. Efficiency with Respect to Modified 
Neyman Allocation for <J^ 
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Lemma 5.4 For any A 2; 0, lim e„(A,9rt^)^l. 
621^1 
Furthermore, e^CA,!) is an increasing function in A except 
when A=1. 
Next, for a fixed but arbitrary A3^ 0, we have the 
folJowin" theorem, which is a direct consequence of Theorem 
4.5. 
Theorem 5.5 For any given A 5-0, a 6^ ^  1 such 
that 
® 0 1  
and 
^ 1 for each 9^^^ 9^ . 
The corresponding results for 8^^, arbitrary but fixed 
are given below. 
Lemma 5.5 For any given 1 
lim ep(A,9p ) = l"^. 
A-).0 ^ 
Theorea 5.6 For any given ®m ^here 9^ 
is defined in 4.1.10, 3 A^ such that 
= 1 
and 
02(a,921) ^  ^ for each A s A^. 
Several graphs of e^(A,92^) are presented in Figures 
5.5 and 5.4. 
The next two theorems are analogous to Theorems 5.3 and 
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-^ 2(D' ©2p 
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1.00-
0.95 
0.90 
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Figure 5.3. Graphs of for in=8 and 
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1.00 
095 
0.90 
Figure 5.4. Graphs of e2(A,©2^) for in=8 and w^=w2=-è 
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Theorem 5.7 Let oe two values of A 
a 0* ^1 such that 
egCAj,©*) = egfAg.O*) 
and 
for each 
Theorem 5.8 Let e^ be a real number such that 
0 < e^c 1. Then 3 ^2 such that 
62(^,621)^^0 each A^ or A3A|. 
For the purpose of illustration, consider the problem of 
sampling households in a toivTi in order to estimate the average 
amount of assets per household that are readily convertible 
into cash. The households are stratified into a high-rent and 
a low-rent stratum. The variance in the high-rent stratum 
2 is considerably higher than the variance (5"^ in the low-rent 
stratum. On the basic of preliminary evidence, it is guessed 
that ®21^ 9. It is kno\m that 
N = 24,000 w^ = 5/6 and w^ = I/6 
and are sufficiently large, so that finite correction 
factors can be ignored. Further, let f=7 and A=2. The table 
below gives the relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation with respect to proportional allocation as also 
with respect to modified Neyman allocation for different 
values of 
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Table 5.1. Relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation 
With respect to 621=1 621=3 ^21-5 ^21-7 921=9 
Proportional 
Allocation 0.99 1.02 1.10 00
 
1.26 
Modified Neyman 
Allocation 1.014 0.998 0.995 0.997 0.998 
It is seen that for appropriate choice of the level of 
significance as determined by A(in this case &=2), sometimes 
proportional allocation is almost as efficient as modified 
Neyman allocation. It is also seen that sometimes propor­
tional allocation is almost as efficient as proportional 
allocation for values of 6^^ close to 1 while it is consider­
ably more efficient than proportional allocation for values 
of closer to 9. 
C. Efficiency with Respect to Proportional 
Q p 
Allocation for ^ 
Consider the relative efficiency of sometimes propor­
tional allocation with respect to proportional allocation, 
(5.5.1) 
where D*'(A,02^) is defined in 4.5.1, 
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Similar to what we have mentioned earlier, if 
e*() > 1., sometimes proportional allocation is more 
efficient than proportional allocation. From 5.3.1, we also 
can see that will behave in the same manner as 
D*(A,9ç>^). Furthermore, some results of parallel 
to those of which have "been presented in section 
IV C will be given below. 
First let us consider the case that X is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. We have the following theorem for 
Theorem 5.9 For any given 1 satisfying 
4.3.11, a 6^^) in (0,1) and such that 
= e*(A,e(2)) = 1 
and 
eï(A,62i)>l * or 
Next we shall consider the case that is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. aiid D*(a,92^) will behave 
exactly the same. Then the behavior of e*iA,8g^), as a 
function of A, will be given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.10 For any given in S', where S 
is defined in 4.3.16, 3 Aq such that 
e|(^ Q,02i) = 1 
and 
E|(A,©2^ )>L V 
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D. Efficiency with Respect to Modified 
Neyman Allocation for ^ ^  
Now we shall discuss the relative efficiency of sometimes 
proportional allocation with respect to modified Neyman allo­
cation, The relative efficiency of sometimes proportional 
allocation with respect to modified Neyman allocation will he 
denoted by e*(%,9g^). 
wwpD*(%,Gp.) 
(5.4.1) 
where D*(A,02^) is defined in 4.4.1. 
Again, if e^fA^Qg^)> 1, sometimes proportional alloca­
tion is more efficient than modified Neyman allocation. From 
5.4.1, we also can see that eg(Â,02i) will behave in the 
same manner as Furthermore, some results of 
e|(A,0.p^) parallel to those of Dg(A,62j[) which have been 
presented in section IV D will be given below. 
First let us consider the case that A is a fixed but 
arbitrary number. We have the following theorem for 
e|(A,©2]L^ • 
Theorem 5.11 For any given A^l, 3 6^^) in 
(0,l) and such that 
e|(A,©^^^) = e*(A,6^2)) = i 
and 
92 
e|(A,02i)^l V ©21 
Next we shall consider the case that is fixed but 
arbitrary number. e*(A,9g^) and D*(A,82^) will behave 
exactly the same. Then the behavior of e|(A,0Q^), as a 
function of A, will be given in the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.12 For any given 0^^ in S, where S is 
defined in 4.5.6, 3 such that 
e|(Ao»®21^ = 1 
and 
e|(A,02i)^i V A^Aq. 
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